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Dicke effect in the tunnel current through two double quantum dots

T. Vorrath1 and T. Brandes2
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We calculate the stationary current through two double quantum dots which are interacting via a common
phonon environment. Numerical and analytical solutions of a master equation in the stationary limit show that
the current can be increased as well as decreased due to a dissipation mediated interaction. This effect is
closely related to collective, spontaneous emission of phonons~Dicke super-radiance and subradiance effect!,
and the generation of a ‘‘cross-coherence’’ with entanglement of charges in singlet or triplet states between the
dots. Furthermore, we discuss an inelastic ‘‘current switch’’ mechanism by which one double dot controls the
current of the other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction with a dissipative environment can co
siderably modify the physics of very small systems wh
are described by a few quantum mechanical states only.1 One
may think of an excited atom that decays via the emission
a photon due to the coupling to the radiation field.2 The
influence of the environment becomes even more impor
if not only a single system is coupled to it but many. Th
introduces an indirect interaction between the otherwise
dependent systems which can result in an entanglement
collective effects of the small systems. In the case of ide
cal excited atoms, the interaction to the common radiat
field strongly affects the emission characteristics and lead
a collective spontaneous emission, the so-called super
ance, as first pointed out by Dicke3–5 nearly half a century
ago.

The influence of a dissipative environment on a sin
two-level system, the smallest nontrivial quantum syste
has been studied extensively with the spin-boson mo1

where the environment is modeled by a continuum of h
monic oscillators. Especially useful for the experimental
alization of two level systems are coupled semiconduc
quantum dots as these allow tuning of the parameters ov
wide range.6–10 Moreover, in these systems transport sp
troscopy is possible by connection with leads.8,10–22The dis-
sipative environment is given by the phonons of the sam
and governs the inelastic current through the system.8,10,23–28

The electron spin29–32 or the electron charge22,33 in quantum
dots have also been suggested to provide a controllable
ization of scalable qubits.29,30,34,35–37Arrays of double quan-
tum dots38 correspond to charge qubit ‘‘registers’’ and simp
‘‘toy’’ models of N coupled two-level systems have be
used to study collective decoherence effects in qu
registers.39–41 Furthermore, controllable two-level system
with Cooper pairs tunneling to and from a superconduct
box have been realized experimentally.42,43

Coherent effects in small clusters of two level syste
caused by the coupling to a common environment have b
realized mainly in the field of quantum optics. In ion las
0163-1829/2003/68~3!/035309~11!/$20.00 68 0353
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traps, Dicke subradiance and super-radiance has been
sured by DeVoe and Brewer44 in the spontaneous emissio
rate of photons from two ions as a function of the ion-i
distance. Furthermore, entanglement in linear ion traps
be generated by the coupling of~few-level! ions to a com-
mon single bosonic mode, the center-of-mass oscillator~vi-
bration! mode.45–47 Even the generation of entangled lig
from white noise48 has been suggested.

The appearance of collective quantum optical effects
mesoscopic transport has re-gained considerable inte
quite recently. Shahbazyan and Raikh49 first predicted the
Dicke ~spectral function! effect50 to appear in resonant tun
neling through two impurities, which was later generalized
scattering properties in a strong magnetic field.51 The Dicke
effect was predicted theoretically in ‘‘pumped,’’ transient s
perradiance of quantum dot arrays coupled to elect
reservoirs,52 and in the ac conductivity of dirty multichanne
quantum wires in a strong magnetic field.53

In this work, we focus on coherent effects in mesosco
few level systems. As a realization, we choose two nea
but otherwise independent double quantum dots couple
the same phonon environment. We study the influence of
resulting indirect interaction on the transport properties a
calculate the stationary current. Signatures of super-radia
and subradiance ofphononsare predicted which show up a
an increase or a decrease of the stationary electron cur
We demonstrate that this effect is directly related to the c
ation ofchargewave function entanglement between the tw
double dots, which appears in a preferred formation of eit
a ~charge! triplet or singlet configuration, depending on th
internal level splittings and/or the tunnel couplings to t
external electron leads in both subsystems. Generation
entanglement via phonons becomes attractive in the ligh
recent investigations of single-electron tunneling through
dividual molecules54–58or quantum dots in freestanding59–62

and movable63–66 nanostructures, in both of which vibratio
properties on the nanoscale seem to play a big role.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we intr
duce the model and our method. Current superradianc
discussed in Sec. III. Section IV presents current subradia
and the inelastic current ‘‘switch’’ mechanism. Finally, w
conclude in Sec. V.
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

Our model is a system~‘‘register’’ ! of two double quan-
tum dots~DQD’s!, each of which consist of two individua
quantum dots~called ‘‘left’’ and ‘’right’’ in the following !.
Both double dots are coupled to independent left and r
leads as depicted in Fig. 1~a!.

We concentrate on boson-mediated collective effects
tween the DQD’s originating from the coupling of the who
system to a common dissipative, bosonic bath that will
specified below. In the following we completely negle
static tunnel coupling between the individual DQD’s an
more important, inter-DQD Coulomb correlations. Althou
this is a severe limitation for the general applicability of t
model, it still grasps the essential physics of dissipation
duced entanglement. However, one might envisage confi
rations with intradot Coulomb matrix elements much larg
than interdot matrix elements.

In this paper, we choose the simplest possible descrip
of an environment coupling in close analogy to the stand
spin-boson Hamiltonian.1 The results of this model for the
tunnel current through one double dot are in relatively go
agreement with experimental observations.22,23 The role of
off-diagonal terms in a single DQD has been discus
recently.67

A. Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian and the subsequent derivation of
master equation is given for the general case ofN double
quantum dots. We study the stationary tunnel current thro
the dots with all lead chemical potentials such that electr
can only flow from the left to the right. Furthermore, w
restrict ourselves to the strong Coulomb blockade regim

FIG. 1. ~a! N52 ‘‘charge qubit register’’ with two double quan
tum dots coupled to independent electron leads.~b! energy diagram
of one individual double dot.
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each individual double dot where only one additional ele
tron is allowed on either the left or the right dot. The Hilbe
space of thei th double dot then is spanned by the thr
many-body statesuL,i & ~one additional electron in thei th left
dot at energy«L,i), uR,i & ~one additional electron in thei th
right dot at energy«R,i), andu0,i & ~no additional electron in
either of the dots!. For N51 this has been proven12,23 to be
a valid description of nonlinear transport experiments
double quantum dots.8,10

Introducing the operators

nL,i5uL,i &^L,i u, nR,i5uR,i &^R,i u,

pi5uL,i &^R,i u, pi
†5uR,i &^L,i u, ~1!

sL,i5u0,i &^L,i u, sR,i5u0,i &^R,i u,

the total Hamiltonian can be written as

H5(
i

N F«L,inL,i1«R,inR,i1Tc,i~pi1pi
†!

1(
k

Vk,i
L ck,i

† sL,i1H.c.

1(
k

«k
Lck,i

† ck,i1(
l

Vl ,i
R dl ,i

† sR,i1H.c.1(
l

« l
Rdl ,i

† dl ,i

1(
q

gq,i~aq
†1a2q!~nL,i2nR,i !G1(

q
vqaq

†aq . ~2!

Here, the electrons in modek( l ) with energy«k( l )
L(R) in the left

~right! leads pertaining to DQDi are described by creatio
operatorsck,i

† (dl ,i
† ), and the coupling matrix elements to th

leads are denoted byVk,i
L/R . A boson in modeq with energy

vq is created by the operatoraq
† . As in the standard spin

boson model, we assume a simplified coupling to the qu
tum dots which is purely diagonal with matrix elementgq,i
for modeq to the i th double dot.

So far, no further assumptions have been made with
spect to the specific realization of the DQD’s and the dis
pative bath. Nevertheless, the system we have in mind
lateral or vertical double dots, where the primary boso
coupling has been shown due to phonons of the semicon
tor substrate. The microscopic details determine the tun
matrix elementsTc,i , Vk,i

L/R , and the electron-phonon cou
pling constantsgq,i .

B. Density matrix

In the following, we employ a master equation descripti
for the time evolution of the register within the Born-Marko
approximation, which takes into account the interactio
with the leads and the bosonic environment up to sec
order. Alternatively, electron-phonon interactions can
treated exactly by a polaron transformation22,23and perturba-
tively in the tunnel matrix elementsTc,i . For Tc,i&u«Li
2«Riu and small coupling to the bosonic bath, the results
both methods practically coincide.25
9-2
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DICKE EFFECT IN THE TUNNEL CURRENT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 035309 ~2003!
The time derivative of the reduced density matrixr(t) of
the double quantum dots is given by

ṙ̃~ t !52E
0

t

dt8~Trres,e$@H̃e~ t !,@H̃e~ t8!,r̃~ t ! ^ R̃0,e##%

1Trres,p$@H̃p~ t !,@H̃p~ t8!,r̃~ t ! ^ R̃0,p##%!, ~3!

where the tilde indicates the interaction picture,He (Hp)
denotes the interactions between the double dots and
leads~the phonons!, andR0,e (R0,p) is the density matrix of
the leads~the phonons!. Equation~3! is the sum of an elec
tron and a phonon part since we neglect correlations betw
leads and phonons.

The trace over the equilibrium electron reservoirs Trres,e ,
results in Fermi functions of the leads. As we are interes
in large source-drain voltages between the left and the r
leads, the Fermi functions of the left leads can be set to
and those of the right leads to zero. Moreover, the ene
dependence of the tunnel rates

GL/R,i52p(
k

uVk,i
L/Ru2d~«2«k

L/R! ~4!

is neglected.

1. Electron-phonon interaction

In the following, we consider identical electron-phono
interaction in the DQD’s,

gq,i5gq . ~5!

Depending on the relative position of the quantum dots~lat-
eral, vertical!, the electron wave functions in the dots, a
the geometry of the phonon substrate~bulk, slab,27 sheet,
etc.!, the gq,i will never be exactly identical in real situa
tions. Therefore, Eq.~5! can only be regarded as an idealiz
limit of, e.g., a phonon resonator or a situation where
distance between different double dots is small as comp
to the relevant phonon wavelengths.

We define a correlation function of the boson system

K~ t ![E
0

`

dvr~v!
eivte2bv1e2 ivt

12e2bv
~6!

that results from the trace over the bosonic degrees of f
dom. Here,b51/kBT denotes the inverse phonon bath te
perature, and the spectral functionr(v) of the bosonic en-
vironment is defined as

r~v![(
q

ugqu2d~v2vq!. ~7!

For the calculations, we use the spectral function of b
acoustic phonons with piezoelectric interaction to electr
in lateral quantum dots23,25

r~v!5gvF12
vd

v
sinS v

vd
D Ge2v/vc, ~8!
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whereg is the dimensionless interaction strength,vc the cut-
off frequency and the frequencyvd is determined by the
ratio of the the sound velocity to the distance between t
quantum dots.

In the following, integrals overK(t) are required as

GC,i[E
0

`

K~ t !cos~D i t !dt5
p

2
r~D i !cothS bD i

2 D ,

GS,i[E
0

`

K~ t !sin~D i t !dt52 i
p

2
r~D i ! ~9!

with the hybridization energyD i5(« i
214Tc,i

2 )1/2 and the en-
ergy bias« i5«L,i2«R,i in the i th dot. The integrals are cal
culated neglecting the principal values.22 We furthermore as-
sume a spectral functionr(D i) such thatGC,i→0 for D i
→0 which is fulfilled for microscopic models of the
electron-phonon interaction in double quantum dots.22.23

2. Master equation

Inserting the traces over the electron reservoirs and
bosonic bath into Eq.~3! and transforming back to Schro¨-
dinger picture yields a master equation for the reduced d
sity matrix of the total DQD register

ṙ~ t !5 i(
i 51

N H @r~ t !,«L,inL,i1«R,inR,i1Tc,i~pi1pi
†!#

1
GL,i

2
~2sL,i

† r~ t !sL,i2sL,isL,i
† r~ t !2r~ t !sL,isL,i

† !

1
GR,i

2
~2sR,ir~ t !sR,i

† 2sR,i
† sR,ir~ t !2r~ t !sR,i

† sR,i !J
2(

i , j
$@~nL,i2nR,i !,Ajr~ t !#

2@~nL,i2nR,i !,r~ t !Aj
†#%, ~10!

with

Aj[
2Tc, j

D j
2 @2Tc, jGC, j~nL, j2nR, j !2GC, j« j~pj1pj

†!

1 iD jGS, j~pj2pj
†!#. ~11!

From Eq.~9! it is obvious that the influence of the boson
bath enters only via the spectral functionsr(v) as defined in
Eq. ~7!. All microscopic properties of the phonons and the
interaction mechanism to the electrons in the quantum d
are described by these functions.

Furthermore, we point out that the mixed termsiÞ j in
Eq. ~10! are responsible for the collective effects to be d
cussed in the following. Without these terms, the mas
equation would merely describe an ensemble ofN indepen-
dent DQD’s. In that case, an initially factorized density m
trix of the total system would always remain factorized a
no correlations could build up. The termsiÞ j introduce
9-3
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T. VORRATH AND T. BRANDES PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 035309 ~2003!
correlations between the different double dots, the origin
which lies in the coupling to the same bosonic environme

III. CURRENT SUPERRADIANCE

We restrict ourselves to the stationary case where the
derivative of the density matrixṙ(t) vanishes. Then, Eq.~10!
reduces to a linear system of equations which can be ea
solved numerically. Results for a single double quantum d
N51, can be obtained analytically25 and are given for two
expectation values below, Eq.~17!. ForN.1, the dimension
of the density matrix grows as 9N ~although not all of the
matrix elements are required! whence analytical solution
become very cumbersome. For the rest of this paper,
restrict ourselves to the case of two double dots (N52),
called DQD 1 and DQD 2 in the following.

A. Stationary current

The total electron current is simply given by the sum
the currents through the individual DQD’s, as electrons c
not tunnel between different double dots. The current ope
tor of DQD i is

I i5
iTc,ie

\
~pi2pi

†! ~12!

and the corresponding expectation values can be expre
by the elements of the density matrix as

I 152
2Tc,1e

\
Im$rLRLL1rRRLR1r0RL0%,

I 252
2Tc,2e

\
Im$rRLLL1rRRRL1rR00L%, ~13!

with the notation

r j i i 8 j 85 2^ j u ^ 1^ i uru i 8&1^ u j 8&2 , i , j P$L,R,0%. ~14!

The set of linear equations corresponding to Eq.~10! for N
52 is given in the Appendix, Eq.~A1!. From the numerical
solution of Eq.~A1! we find the stationary current throug
two double quantum dots as a function of the bias«1 in the
first double dot while the bias«2 in the second is kept con
stant, see Fig. 2. The overall shape of the current is v
similar to the case of one individual double quantum dot,23,25

with its strong elastic peak around«150 and a broad inelas
tic shoulder for«1.0. The interesting new feature here
the peak at the resonance«15«2 which is due to collective
effects to be analyzed now.

B. Cross coherences

The effective interaction between the two DQD’s resu
from the simultaneous coupling of both double dots to
same phonon environment. It appears in the master equa
~10! as the mixed termsiÞ j in the sum. In the explicit form
of the master equation~A1!, the effective interaction is con
nected to six matrix elements only~and their complex con-
jugates!. These elements arerRLLL , rLRLL , rRRLR, and
03530
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rRRRL, all of which enter the expression for the current, E
~13!, and the two ‘‘cross coherence’’ matrix elements

rRLRL5^p1
†p2&, rRRLL5^p1p2&. ~15!

Therefore, we approximate the collective effects caused
the effective interaction starting from the solution of the no
interacting master equation, without the mixed termsiÞ j ,
and assume that only those matrix elements mentioned a
are affected by the interaction.

In the noninteracting case, the cross coherence is sim
the product of the corresponding matrix elements of indep
dent double dots

^p1
†p2&5^p1

†&^p2&, ^p1p2&5^p1&^p2&. ~16!

These can be solved analytically,

^pj&52
GL, j

M j
F2Tc, j

2 ~b j1g j !1GR, j~ iTc, j1g j !

3S i« j1
1

2
GR, j12a j D G , ~17!

^nL, j&512
Tc, j~GL, j1GR, j !

M j
@2« jg j1Tc, j~GR, j14a j !#,

where^nL, j& is given for later reference,a j , b j , andg j as
defined in the Appendix, Eq.~A3!, and with

M j[GL, jGR, jF« j
21S 1

2
GR, j12a j D 2G22Tc, j« jb jGL, j

1Tc, j
2 ~2GL, j1GR, j !~GR, j14a j !

12Tc, j« jg j~GL, j1GR, j !. ~18!

FIG. 2. Total current through two double quantum dots as
function of the bias«1. The parameters areTc,15Tc,253 meV,
GL,15GR,15GL,25GR,250.15meV, and for the spectral function
g50.01, T523 mK, vd510 meV, andvc51 meV. These values
are used throughout the whole article if not stated otherwise.
9-4
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DICKE EFFECT IN THE TUNNEL CURRENT THROUGH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 035309 ~2003!
In the inelastic regimeTc!« of the noninteracting case, th
cross coherenceŝp1

†p2& and ^p1p2& tend to zero as can b
seen from Eq.~17!. Moreover, we neglect the imaginary pa
of the cross coherences in the interacting case. Then,
change in the current through DQD 1 due to collective
fects can be approximated by

DI 15
2eTc,1g2

\«1
~Re$^p1

†p2&%2Re$^p1p2&%!. ~19!

Correspondingly, the changeDI 2 of the current through the
second double dot DQD 2 is obtained fromDI 1 by exchang-
ing the subscripts 1 and 2. Hence, the alteration in the cur
is proportional to the real parts of the cross coheren
^p1

†p2& and^p1p2& between the two DQD’s, which confirm
the collective character of the effect. This result is corrob
rated by plotting the real parts of the cross coherences
function of «1, see Fig. 3. One recognizes that^p1

†p2& is
peaked around«15«2, whereas^p1p2& has a peak at«1
52«2. The increase of the current at«15«2 is therefore
due to the maximum of the first correlation^p1

†p2&.
If we neglect the changes of all other elements of

density matrix that are caused by the effective interact
between the two DQD’s, the real part of the cross cohere
^p1

†p2& can be approximated around the resonance«15«2 as

Re$^p1
†p2&%5

1

2
~GR,11GR,2!

~«12«2!21
1

4
~GR,11GR,2!

2

3~g1Re$^p2&%^nL,1&1g2Re$^p1&%^nL,2&!.

~20!

FIG. 3. Real parts of the cross coherences from the master e
tion ~10! as functions of the bias in the first double dot («2

530meV and the other parameters agree with Fig. 2!. The inset
compares the approximation for Re$^p1

†p2&%, Eq. ~20! ~dotted line!,
with the solution of the master equation~solid line!.
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One recognizes that^p1
†p2& is Lorentzian shaped as a func

tion of the energy difference«12«2. The result of Eq.~20!
with ^pj& and ^nL, j& as given in Eq.~17! is in good agree-
ment with the numerical solution of the master equation~10!
~inset of Fig. 3!.

Next, we insert the result for the cross coherence in
~19! and find for the change of the tunnel current due
interaction effects between the two double quantum d
around the resonance«15«2:

DI 15
eTc,1g2

\«1

GR,11GR,2

~«12«2!21
1

4
~GR,11GR,2!

2

3~g1Re$^p2&%^nL,1&1g2Re$^p1&%^nL,2&!. ~21!

Again, the change in the current through the second dou
dot, DI 2, is obtained by exchanging the subscripts. This
proximation overestimates the actual change in the cur
for the parameters chosen in the previous section but
vides a good qualitative description for the effect of the e
hanced tunnel current. A comparison between this result
the numerical solution is given below.

C. Singlet and triplet states

The collective effects in the two double quantum dots
connected with the cross coherence function^p1

†p2&, Eq.
~15!. For the ‘‘two-qubit register’’ one can easily prove th
operator identity

p1
†p21p2

†p15PT0
2PS0

, ~22!

where Pc is the projection operator on the stateuc&, Pc
[uc&^cu, and triplet and singlet do not refer to the re
electron spin but to the pseudospin defined in the tw
dimensional Hilbert space span (uL&,uR&),

uT1&5uL&1uL&2 , uT2&5uR&1uR&2 ,

uT0&5
1

A2
~ uL&1uR&21uR&1uL&2), ~23!

uS0&5
1

A2
~ uL&1uR&22uR&1uL&2).

With 2 Rê p1
†p2&5^PT0

&2^PS0
& and the proportionality

DI 1}Rê p1
†p2& for «1'«2, see Eq.~19!, it follows that the

current enhancementDI 1 is due to an increased probabilit
of finding the two electrons in a~pseudo! triplet rather than
in a ~pseudo! singlet state. In the following, we demonstra
that the mechanism underlying this effect is indeed the Di
superradiance effect known from quantum optics.

D. Dicke effect

Superradiance emerges in the collective spontane
emission from an ensemble of identical two-level atoms. IN
excited atoms are concentrated in a region smaller than
wavelength of the emitted radiation, they do not decay in
pendently anymore. Instead, the radiation has a higher in
sity and takes place in a shorter time interval than for

a-
9-5
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T. VORRATH AND T. BRANDES PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 035309 ~2003!
ensemble of independent atoms due to the coupling of
atoms to the common radiation field.

Let us now consider the caseN52 and calculate~similar
to the original work of Dicke3! the decay rateG of two
initially excited atoms with dipole momentsd̂1 and d̂2) at
position r1 and r2 due to the interaction with light

Heph5(
Q

gQ~a2Q1aQ
1!@ d̂1expi ~Q•r1!1d̂2expi ~Q•r2!#,

~24!

from which the spontaneous emission rate of photons w
wave vectorQ follows ~Fermi’s golden rule!

G6~Q!}(
Q

ugQu2u16exp@ iQ~r22r1!#u2d~v02vQ!,

~25!

whereQ5v0 /c, v0 is the transition frequency between th
upper and lower level, andc denotes the speed of light. Th
interference of the two interaction contributionsd̂1ei (Q•r1)

and d̂2ei (Q•r2) leads to asplitting of the spontaneous deca
into a fast super-radiant decay channel@G1(Q)# and a slow
subradiant decay channel@G2(Q)#. This splitting is called
the Dicke effect.

Loosely speaking, the two signs6 correspond to the two
different relative orientations of the dipole moments of t
two atoms. More precisely, from the four possible states
the Hilbert space of two two-level systemsH25C2

^ C2,
one can form singlet and triplet states according
uS0&5(1/A2)(u↑↓&2u↓↑&), uT1&5u↑↑&, uT0&5(1/A2)
3(u↑↓&1u↓↑&), and uT2&5u↓↓&. The super-radiant deca
channel occurs via the triplet and the subradiant decay
the singlet states.3,68 In the extreme Dicke limit where the
second phase factor is close to unity, exp@iQ(r22r1)#'1, it
follows that G2(Q)50 andG1(Q)52G(Q), whereG(Q)
is the decay rate of onesingle atom. This limit is theoreti-
cally achieved ifuQ(r22r1)u!1 for all wave vectorsQ, i.e.,
the distance between the two atoms is much smaller than
wave length of the light.

We mention that in practice, this ‘‘pure’’ limit, where th
subradiant rate is zero and the super-radiant rate is just t
the rate for an individual atom, is never reached. In a rec
experimental realization of subradiance and super-radia
from two laser-trapped ions, DeVoe and Brewer44 measured
the spontaneous emission rate of photons as a function o
ion-ion distance in a laser trap of planar geometry which w
strong enough to bring the ions~Ba138

1 ) to a distance of the
order of 1mm of each other.

The two double quantum dots behave in analogy to
two atoms considered above. For a positive bias«5«L
2«R.0, the stateuL& can be identified with the excited sta
and uR& with the ground state. The inelastic raten with
which uL& decays touR& can be calculated with Fermi’
golden rule

n5
8pTc

2

\~«214Tc
2!

r~A«214Tc
2!. ~26!
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In contrast to a two level atom, a third stateu0& exists in the
double quantum dot as the additional electron can tunnel
the leads.

The use of triplet and singlet states as defined in Eq.~23!
allows us to find an analytical result for the stationary curr
that quantitatively coincides with the exact numerical so
tion extremely well. We consider the rate equation for t
probabilities of the corresponding nine states and take
account the doubling of the inelastic rates due to the Di
effect in the triplet channel

ṗ005GpR01Gp0R22Gp00,

ṗL05Gp001
1

2
GpT0

1
1

2
GpS0

2~n1G!pL0 ,

ṗ0L5Gp001
1

2
GpT0

1
1

2
GpS0

2~n1G!p0L ,

ṗR05npL01GpT222GpR0 ,

ṗ0R5np0L1GpT222Gp0R , ~27!

ṗT15Gp0L1GpL022npT1 ,

ṗT0
52npT11

1

2
Gp0R1

1

2
GpR02~2n1G!pT0

,

ṗT252npT0
22GpT2 ,

ṗS0
5

1

2
Gp0R1

1

2
GpR02GpS0

.

Here, identical tunnel rates to all four leads have be
assumed,GL,15GR,15GL,25GR,25G, and pL0 denotes the
probability to find the first double dot in stateuL& and the
second in stateu0&. Electrons can also tunnel into and out
the singlet state due to the coupling to the leads which is
possible in the original Dicke model. In the stationary ca
the Eq.~27! can be easily solved. For the current through o
of the two double dots we obtain

I 15
eG

\
~p001p0L1p0R!

5
eG

\

x~4x11!

9x215x11
, x5n/G. ~28!

This can be compared with the tunnel current through o
independent double dotI 1

0 obtained by a similar rate equatio

I 1
05

eG

\

x

112x
. ~29!

The differenceDI 15I 12I 1
0 represents the additional curre

due to the Dicke effect and is shown in Fig. 4 as a funct
of the dimensionless coupling strengthg to the bosonic en-
vironment, together with a comparison to theDI 1 as ob-
tained from the numerical solution of Eq.~10!. Both results
agree very well, indicating that it is indeed the Dicke effe
9-6
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that leads to the increase in the tunnel current. In addit
we show~inset of Fig. 4! the difference between triplet an
singlet occupation probability that follow from the Eq.~27!
as

pT0
2pS0

52
2x~x12!~x21!

9x3123x2111x12
. ~30!

This is in excellent agreement with the numerical results
underlines that the change in the tunnel current due to
lective effects is proportional topT0

2pS0
, as already dis-

cussed above. This demonstrates that the effect of super
ance amplifies the tunneling of electrons from the left to
right dots resulting in an enhanced current through the
double quantum dots.

IV. CURRENT SUBRADIANCE AND INELASTIC SWITCH

The close analogy with the Dicke effect suggests the
istence of not only current super-radiance, but also cur
subradiance in the register. In the subradiant regime, the
DQD’s form a singlet state where the tunneling from the l
to the right quantum dots is diminished, resulting in a wea
tunnel current through the dots.

A. Current antiresonance

Subradiance occurs in our system in a slightly chan
setup where electrons in the second double dot are preve
from tunneling into the right leadGR,250 as indicated in the
inset of Fig. 5. Then, the additional electron is trapped a
no current can flow through the second double dot. Nev
theless, this electron can affect the tunnel current through
first double dot: Instead of a maximum, we now find a mi
mum at the resonance«15«2. Figure 5 shows how the pos

FIG. 4. Enhancement of the tunnel currentDI 1 at the resonance
«15«2530 meV as a function of the dimensionless electron ph
non coupling constantg, Eq. ~8!. The additional current vanishes a
g'0.02 when the tunnel rates to the double dot and between
dots become equal,n5G. The inset shows the difference in prob
abilities for triplet and singlet.
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tive peak in the currentI 1 develops into a minimum as th
tunneling rateGR,2 is decreased to zero. This minimum
indeed related to an increased probability of finding the t
dots in the singlet stateuS0& rather than in the triplet state
uT0&, as can be seen from the inset of Fig. 5. Thus, in t
regime the effect of subradiance dominates, leading to a
creased current.

This behavior is again consistent with the approximat
Eq. ~20! for the cross coherence^p1

†p2&. Taking into account
the different noninteracting matrix elements in the tw
double dots ^nL,1&Þ^nL,2& and ^p1&Þ^p2& due to GR,1
ÞGR,2 , we find a negative cross coherence at the resona
from Eq. ~20!. This corresponds to an increased probabil
for the singlet state and according to Eq.~21! to a negative
peak in the tunnel current, in agreement with our numeri
solution.

B. Inelastic current switch

Up to now, we have regarded the cross coherence^p1
†p2&

and its effects on the current only at the resonance«15«2.
However, it was already pointed out in Sec. III B that anoth
cross coherencêp1p2& exhibits a resonance if the bias i
one dot equals the negative bias in the other dot,«152«2
~see Fig. 3!. This case is considered in the following.

We use a fixed negative bias«2,0 in the second double
dot as indicated in the inset of Fig. 6. Consequently, el
trons cannot tunnel from the left to the right dot such that
second double dot is blocked and no current can fl
through it. The presence of the first double dot, though, l
this blockade and enables a current through the sec
double dot if the resonance condition«152«2 is fulfilled.
The currentI 2 is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the bias
the first double dot«1. Due to the coupling to the commo
phonon environment, energy is transferred from the first

-

he

FIG. 5. Transition from an increased to a decreased cur
through the first double quantum dot for different tunnel ratesGR,2

~in meV) and«2530 meV. The left inset shows schematically th
setup forGR,250 and the right inset gives the difference of tripl
and singlet for the same case.
9-7
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the second double dot, allowing electrons to tunnel from
left to the right in the second double dot. At the same tim
the current through the first double dot is decreased~not
shown here!.

We can approximate the current through the sec
double dot around«152«2 taking into account onlŷp1p2&
in Eq. ~19!. A similar calculation as for̂ p1

†p2&, Eq. ~20!,
gives

DI 25
2Tc,2g1e

«2\

1

2
GR,11

1

2
GR,218a

~«11«2!21S 1

2
GR,11

1

2
GR,218a D 2

3~g1Re$^p2&%^nL,1&1g2Re$^p1&%^nL,2&!, ~31!

with a5a15a2 evaluated at the resonance, where both s
tems are identical except of the bias. This approximat
again is in good agreement with the numerical solution
Eq. ~10!, as can be seen from Fig. 6.

Our results suggest that the current through one of
DQD’s can be switched on and off by appropriate manipu
tion of the other one. We emphasize that this mechanism
mediated by the dissipative phonon environment and not
Coulomb interaction between the charges. As this effec
very sensitive to the energy bias, it allows to detect a cer
energy bias in one double dot by observing the curr
through the other double dot.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated collective effects
two double quantum dots. An indirect interaction arises
tween the two double dots due to the coupling to the sa

FIG. 6. Tunnel current through the second double dot which
blocked due to a negative bias,«25250 meV, as depicted in the
inset (g50.015). The approximation forDI 2, Eq. ~31! ~dashed
line!, agrees well with the result of the master Eq.~10! ~solid line:
the finite offset of which is the tail of the elastic current at«2

50).
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phonon environment. We predict that the Dicke effect cau
a considerable increase or decrease of the tunnel cur
depending on the choice of parameters. The occurrenc
the Dicke effect in the transport through mesoscopic syste
has already been pointed out by Shahbazyan and Raikh.49 In
their system, the coupling to the same lead is responsible
collective effects. Usually, the Dicke effect manifests itself
a dynamic process such as the spontaneous emission
ensemble of identical atoms.44,69 Transport through double
quantum dots, however, allows one to study a time indep
dent form of the Dicke effect. Moreover, we have demo
strated that the change of the tunnel current is conne
with an entanglement of the different double dots. This op
the possibility to realize and to measure specific entang
states of two double dots. In particular, one can switch fr
a predominant triplet superposition of the two double d
connected with an increased tunnel current to a predomi
singlet state leading to a reduced current.

The results discussed here were derived for the ideal c
of an identical electron-phonon coupling in both doub
quantum dots. Furthermore, the Coulomb interaction
tween the two double dots has not been considered here.
real experiment, these assumption will never be perfe
fulfilled and would lead to deviations from the collectiv
effects presented above. However, we predict that eve
presence of interdot Coulomb interactions, phonon media
collective effects should persist as long as a description
the register in terms of few many-body states is possib
These many-body states~that would depend on the specifi
geometry of the register! would than replace the many-bod
basis$u0,i &,uL,i &,uR,i &% ( i 51,2) used in our model here.

We have derived the master equation for the general c
of N double dots but only focused onN52 which is the
simplest case where collective effects occur. In general,
of the main characteristic features of superradiance is
quadratic increase of the effect with increasing number
coupled systems. For the spontaneous collective emis
from N excited two level atoms, this means that the ma
mum of the intensity of the emitted radiation increases w
the square number of systems,N2, while the time in which
the decay takes place decreases inversely to the numb
systems 1/N. Therefore, we expect that the collective effec
as presented here become even more pronounced if m
than two double dots are indirectly coupled by the comm
phonons.
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APPENDIX: MASTER EQUATION FOR TWO DOUBLE
QUANTUM DOTS

The dimension of the density matrixr for N double quan-
tum dots is equal to 9N such that the master equation~10!
corresponds to 81 coupled differential equations forN52. It

s

9-8
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is, however, not necessary to solve all 81 equations as
study the current which requires the knowledge of only
matrix elements, cf. Eq.~13!. The smallest closed subset
equations, containing the equations for those six elem
consists of 25 equations.

The mixed terms in the master equation~10!, iÞ j , de-
scribing the indirect interaction between the two DQD’s d
to the coupling to the same phonons, are marked in the
lowing with an additional prefactorq. Settingq50 results in
the master equation for two completely independent dou
dots coupled to independent phonons. The interacting c
corresponds toq51. Note that the elements of the dens
matrix are expressed with respect to the basis$uL&,uR&,u0&%
for each double dot. Due to the tunneling of electrons
tween the left and right quantum dot, these states are
eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Finally, the m
ter equation for the elements of the density matrix reads

ṙLLLL5 iTc,1~rLLRL2rLRLL!

1 iTc,2~rLLLR2rRLLL!1GL,1rL00L1GL,2r0LL0 ,

ṙLLLR5 iTc,1~rLLRR2rLRLR!1 iTc,2~rLLLL2rRLLR!

1GL,1rL00R2g2rLLLL2b2rRLLR

2S i«21
1

2
GR,212a2D rLLLR

1qb1~rLLRR2rLRLR!,

ṙLLRL5 iTc,1~rLLLL2rLRRL!1 iTc,2~rLLRR2rRLRL!

1GL,2r0LR02g1rLLLL2b1rLRRL

2S i«11
1

2
GR,112a1D rLLRL

1qb2~rLLRR2rRLRL!,

ṙLLRR5 iTc,1~rLLLR2rLRRR!1 iTc,2~rLLRL2rRLRR!

2g1rLLLR2b1rLRRR2g2rLLRL2b2rRLRR

2S i«11 i«21
1

2
GR,11

1

2
GR,212a112a2D rLLRR

2q@2~a11a2!rLLRR1b2rRLRR

1b1rLRRR1g2rLLRL1g1rLLLR#,

ṙRLLR5 iTc,1~rRLRR2rRRLR!

1 iTc,2~rRLLL2rLLLR!1GL,1rR00R2GR,2rRLLR,

ṙRLRL5 iTc,1~rRLLL2rRRRL!1 iTc,2~rRLRR2rLLRL!

2g1rRLLL2b1rRRRL2g2rLLRL2b2rRLRR

2S i«12 i«21
1

2
GR,11

1

2
GR,212a112a2D rRLRL
03530
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1q@2~a11a2!rRLRL1g2rLLRL

1b1rRRRL1b2rRLRR1g1rRLLL#,

ṙRLRR5 iTc,1~rRLLR2rRRRR!1 iTc,2~rRLRL2rLLRR!

2g1rRLLR2b1rRRRR

2S i«11
1

2
GR,11GR,212a1D rRLRR

1qg2~rLLRR2rRLRL!,

ṙ0LL05 iTc,1~r0LR02r0RL0!

1GL,1r00001GR,2rRLLR2GL,2r0LL0 ,

ṙ0LR05 iTc,1~r0LL02r0RR0!1GR,2rRLRR2g1r0LL0

2b1r0RR02S i«11
1

2
GR,11GL,212a1D r0LR0 ,

ṙLRRL5 iTc,1~rLRLL2rLLRL!

1 iTc,2~rLRRR2rRRRL!1GL,2r0RR02GR,1rLRRL,

ṙLRRR5 iTc,1~rLRLR2rLLRR!

1 iTc,2~rLRRL2rRRRR!2g2rLRRL2b2rRRRR

2S i«21GR,11
1

2
GR,212a2D rLRRR

1qg1~rLLRR2rLRLR!,

ṙRRRR5 iTc,1~rRRLR2rRLRR!

1 iTc,2~rRRRL2rLRRR!2~GR,11GR,2!rRRRR,

ṙ0RR05 iTc,1~r0RL02r0LR0!

1GR,2rRRRR2~GR,11GL,2!r0RR0 ,

ṙL00L5 iTc,2~rL00R2rR00L!

1GR,1rLRRL1GL,2r00002GL,1rL00L ,

ṙL00R5 iTc,2~rL00L2rR00R!1GR,1rLRRR2g2rL00L

2b2rR00R2S i«21GL,11
1

2
GR,212a2D rL00R ,

ṙR00R5 iTc,2~rR00L2rL00R!

2GL,1rR00R1GR,1rRRRR2GR,2rR00R ,

ṙ00005GR,1r0RR01GR,2rR00R2~GL,11GL,2!r0000.
~A1!
9-9
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The remaining eight equations follow immediately sincer is
an Hermitian operator

r j i i 8 j 85r j 8 i 8 i j
* ~A2!

and the coefficientsa j , b j , andg j are defined as

a j5
4pTc, j

2

D j
2

r~D j !cothS bD j

2 D ,
A.

t-

,
-

.
ys

g,

er

.

p
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ys

.
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b j5
2pTc, j

D j
r~D j !F12

« j

D j
cothS bD j

2 D G , ~A3!

g j5
2pTc, j

D j
r~D j !F11

« j

D j
cothS bD j

2 D G .
s
Y.
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